ASTRA MILITARUM: SHILOH UNION GUARD
Mine eyes have seen the glory of the purging at the shrine,
We’ve stopped the traitors breathing air that’s rightly yours and mine,
We’ll stand against the alien and mutant in a line—
for Shiloh’s marching on!

HISTORICAL LORE INSPIRATION & GM CONSIDERATIONS
The obvious inspiration for this unit is the American Civil War. There is inspiration from Confederates
(“foot cavalry,” is from Stonewall's boys; the cavalry can be described as a Confederate/Cossack mix) but
for the most part focus is placed on Union visuals; especially with uniforms and the pattern lasgun: S61 is
easily be translated into “Springfield 1861.” There are however mixed-in features of more modern military
rosters: a high count of heavy/special weapons and “built-in,” light artillery all work together give a
contemporary feel in tune with the Imperial Guard.
Then there's the combination of desantniki: a neat tactic that in modern warfare is considered a move of
desperation. Developed primarily in WW2, it is likely used often in the 41st Millennium due to a large
amount of line and light infantry and a potential lack of armor with so many war-zones. In combination
with the cavalry below, there’s a rather strong connection between ACW and Soviet troops.
The cavalry fight in raids like 19th Century Americans but their equipment, dragoon fighting style, and
buccaneer spirit is more akin to M-1943 Cossack cavalry WW2 (a rough but fair TO&E can be found on
p398 of Ralph Zumbro’s Iron Cavalry). These Russian horsemen were themselves so inspired by the
American cavalry from the Civil War that they literally incorporated the word "raid," into Russian military
jargon after reading about the exploits of men like Stuart and Forrest. To add to this the “striking eagle,”
formation is almost literally the Cossack “lava,” with a different name.
The unit is a strong example of how an Imperial Guard unit doesn't need to be exactly like an historical
unit. While their appearance may suggest a single source of inspiration, a deeper military analysis will
bring in an interesting mix of cultures and warrior histories; unique personal choices notwithstanding.

GMs hosting SUG games heave a great deal of various plots accessible to these men, but they naturally
lean in specific directions. Shiloh “foot cavalry,” are excellent for the more “typical,” campaigns focusing
on the dreary aspects of grinding war in the grim future of the 41st Millennium, though their hard-marching
and desantniki tendencies give an excellent opportunity to save the day and make friends with other
Imperial Guard regiments.
The Shiloh Dragoons have a bias for “behind enemy lines,” sessions with resource-management aspects;
they go on long deep raids and a surprising amount of both logistic- and guerrilla-oriented stress rules these
campaigns. Much like their Line counterparts though, there is the opportunity to make friends; especially
with more conventional armored Astra Militarum counterparts. Dragoons also give players a tendency to
indulge in their more pirate-like behaviors and wonts, as their campaigns often see the strong guiding hand
of officers as a thematic speed bump to be overcome.

SHILOH PLANETARY SUMMARY AND CULTURE
Shiloh is an Agri-World, a place of peace and plenty. With few mountain ranges bordered by lush forests
(both used in some of the military training) the majority of the planet's landmass is taken up by farmland.
There are a few pieces of wild steppe near the poles; these are used to maintain the vast stallion herds
essential to the planet’s tithe of rough-riders.
On the civilian side a great deal of hardworking families till the soil, tend to their stock, and praise the GodEmperor. In terms of education and work ethic, some would describe them as ideal Imperial citizens; this
tends to express itself as a degree of ignorance of the galaxy beyond their doorstep. Shiloh’s culture is old
enough; colonized in the late Age of Redemption (115.M38) and after colonial stabilization, infrastructure
immediately went toward sowing what could be done.
The planet is small but exceptionally fertile, resulting in a lack of industrialization beyond what is needed
to maintain “the Growth of the Garden;” a pseudo-religious concept equivalent to some culture’s “greater
good,” or “the many over the few.” Fully 97% of the planet’s mechanization goes toward the keeping of a
massive fleet of agri-equipment and processing factories; the remainder supplies the working populace and
the PDF/Astra Militarum.
This lack of excess industry means that the Shiloh Union Guard does not rely on mechanization or
motorization in its TO&E. Almost every citizen on the planet is involved in the massive farming,
processing, and shipping industries. This varies from laborers to mechanics to operators, dock-workers to
shipping pilots, top administrators to foremen, processing factory workers and maintenance, the dedicated
steppe nomads raising the Shiloh mustangs, and everything in-between. Shiloh—as with many Agri-Worlds
—has a very low unemployment rate, even by the standards of the Imperium of Man.

The proud regiments fighting across the galaxy are named for its planetary government, the “Republic of
Shiloh and its Unity with the Imperium,” or RSUI. The planet has never had a governor refuse to pass on
power to the next elected official, nor has there ever been a threat of government fracture; rather important,
as the planetary governor is voted on by the parliament of the planet’s people. This is a source of pride; the
natives see their planet as less a servant of the Imperium and more a servant of the God-Emperor, working
with the Imperium in precious harmony for the good of mankind. They understand stating such sentiment
would not end up well, but why bother? The God-Emperor needs men to serve; do what they may. This
sense of cooperation is the main reason for the SUG’s existence: how else prove loyalty and devotion to an
alliance with the Imperium than to fight for and with them?
Shiloh’s culture is one of service and labor, and there’s an honesty to it they take pride in. Unlike many
planets among the Imperium—where the planetary defense force is something of an escape from what may
be considered a lowly life—the people’s mentality is that to labor for the Growth of the Garden is just as
worthy as the warrior defending it. The PDF is itself something of a militia, the “minute-men,” a fierce unit

capable of mobilizing “within a minute’s notice;” mobilizing of course from their daily labors on the planet
proper. Permanent standing units are rare, training and drilling constantly to form elite bulwarks around
which the minute-men rally in battle.
Shilohites are a tad twitchy when it comes to insults regarding their homes, communities, careers, and
families, especially from off-worlders; their people never did those throwing the insults any harm, why
show such rudeness? Such insult must be answered, to defend the honor of the family and Shiloh itself; as
such a light dueling tradition to first blood is maintained, and fencing—be it swords among the
administration/nobility and steppe-folk, lances among the common-folk (for spears and spike-bayonet laslocks are used to defend against the cave lions that stalk their herds), and mounted or dismounted swordbayonets among the soldiers—is one of the most common forms of recreation that doesn’t focus around
maintaining their lifestyle. Shiloh Union Guard soldiers bring this tradition with them abroad, and more
than one matter of honor has been settled with the blade and assembled judges.
RECRUITMENT & EQUIPMENT
The use of “Guard,” in the Regimental name is not only because they fight
for the Astra Militarum: the SUG are taken from the best of the PDF and
minute-men, sent to do the Will of the God-Emperor and thus protect
—“guard,” if one may forgive the pun—the Republic and the Imperium. This
service is for man as a whole.
Officers are assigned from the permanent PDF regiments, though the SUG
applauds decisiveness and merit. Many regiments fighting across the stars
have rich histories of men starting from the lowest ranks and earning their
way to the top; this is more common among the Dragoons, where individual
initiative is more often encouraged and, consequently, rewarded.
The men of the SUG are capable of fighting alongside most any other unit of
the Imperial Guard. Where they falter (if one might call it that; they do not
see the factor as deficiency) is a lack of proper mechanized units. The men of
Shiloh do not have homegrown AFVs of any kind. What they have instead is
training, toughness, and an esprit de corps built around planetary pride and
what they can do despite lacking vehicles others seem to need.
SUG regiments are built around two unit types, as their lack of industry
prevents them from branching out in other ways: heavily-armed line infantry
and cavalry adept in scouting and raiding.
The Shiloh Line fight as other infantry of the Imperium, but without
infrastructure for vehicles they must do their best with what may be carried
on their backs. The homegrown lasgun pattern (the S61 “Lee,” named for
battle-cant slang of “lasgun,”) is built not upon the M36, but the Lucius;
popular among the Death Korps. Stopping power is quite notable, and
accurate fire drill is as extensive as brutal close-quarter bayonet practice.
Each squad maintains at least one heavy-weapon team; favorites include
lascannons, heavy stubbers, and shoulder-launchers. Favored special
weapons are grenade launchers and melta guns. All this kit is spread around
rather well, but sly Guardsmen are not above getting what else they may.
Fighting men of Shiloh, knowing they cannot always rely on the Munitorum to supply with allies capable

(or willing) of supplying indirect, do what they can by carrying ordinance with them. Atop each platoon’s
above-mentioned wealth of heavy kit, Shiloh Line Companies bears a dedicated heavy-weapons platoon;
the weapon of these teams is home-grown light artillery, described below. On their person these gunners
bear the Lucius-based S61, but aren’t expected to use them: they are to defend themselves and fire back if
necessary, but if the front collapses doctrine has their guns cover any retreat; plugging holes in the line if
they are out of shells or their mortar is destroyed.
These men fight the Pickett-pattern field-gun. This heavy cart-mounted (and often man-hauled) mortar acts
as typical indirect, but is designed to fire over open sights at need. With an easily-applied barrel attachment
it can take the same grenades as standard Imperial Guard grenade launchers; with a degree less accuracy.
This weapon, alongside the S61 is a part of the Shiloh fighting man's identity through homegrown kit, and
designed with versatility and long-term viability in mind.
With such armament, SUG Lines bring a surprising amount of firepower to bear. Between an excellent
infantryman's weapon in the Lee and many heavy weapons, what a force might see as typical Imperial
regulars is instead a batch of fighting men with their own anti-armor, suppression, and even artillery.

Uniforms typically consist of dark blues (useful for blending into the shadows of cover; also blue dye is
cheap) and occasional grays, whites, and/or reds; regiments often try to push for a bit of uniform distinction
upon their founding. For the large amount of blue used consistently in Regimental uniform, the SUG have
also been called “Blue Guard,” “Blue Boys,” and “Blue-Jays,” by more cheeky officers.
Flak armor is—like other regiments in the Imperium—not an obvious armor piece but weaved into articles
of clothing in a “flak coat.” Helmets are provided but optional; troopers may elect to don a stylish field cap
instead. Dragoons go a step further and disdain these for their rather stylish black hats. Webbing, bandolier
belts, and exceptional marching boots are fair-quality synth-leather. Dependent on deployments, ponchos
and simple cloth cloaks of appropriate camouflage are provided.
Union rough-riders are equipped to fight in two fashions: mounted infantry and chargers; the former far
more so than the latter. Between the same S61-pattern lasgun, at least one heavy-weapons platoon per
Mounted Company (usually las- or auto-cannons or Pickett field-pieces; all on horse-hauled carts),
individual hunting lances and fine steel sabers for rare assaults, extra ammunition and even sacks of
grenades when found/provided per horse, and finally assorted heavy and special kit (there's at least one
shoulder-launcher or heavy stubber per squad; grenade launchers and meltas are also regiment favorites),
the punching power of Union Dragoons is exceptional but incredibly expensive; they are oft considered
richly-equipped prima-donnas by their Line counterparts. As with these planetary brothers-in-arms they are
not above pilfering to further augment a rich armory.

Between the time taken to raise and train the horses (each mount is an exceptionally-bred Shiloh Mustang,
far sturdier than an average horse and raised to war by Shiloh’s native steppe clansmen on commission) and
the high standards for replacements, the animal in question is actually something of a limiting factor: more
expensive than the well-trained fighters or their kit combined. Each Dragoon is incredibly close to his
animal; when leaving for operations or raids that take them deep into enemy territory, it's very common for
each man to bring at least one lesser pack mount; both for food when attacking into enemy supplies doesn't
work and to spare weight for their preferred war-mounts for as long as possible.
COMBAT DOCTRINE
The most distinguishing feature of the Shiloh Union Guard has been mentioned prior: a lack of armored
units. The men have been trained to get around this in a few
ways, but the one that has earned them fame is their ability to
march longer and harder than most Guard regiments would
dream of. SUG annals are full of more than one instance
where a campaign was decided by a flying column’s rapid
relocation from one position to another; fast enough that some
foes are on record for mistaking them as dismounted
motorized troops. This speed has earned every generation of
Union Guard infantry the moniker of “foot cavalry.”
The other fashion that the men of Shiloh use to make up for
their inability to supply their men with armored units is
exceptional training in fighting en desant; a tactic typically
considered secondary by those few Imperial Guard units who
realize it anything above improvisation. By default—as any
amount of training is better than none—acceptance of it as
actual practicing doctrine gives seniority in the matter. Shiloh
maintains a very small (and relatively expensive) corps of
tanks and IFVs planet-side. These are used in desantniki
training, as SUG leaders understand that while their boys hold
a degree of pride in their ability to fight without vehicles, they
will be paired with other regiments who do. The need to work
together is forever paramount, and as such the “foot cavalry,”
are not only some of the best marching infantry, but also
some of the best desantniki a Lord General could ask for.
Line Corps are made of excellent footmen; an exceptional fighting force of lasgun- and heavy weapontoting companies with supporting field pieces. These men can march longer and harder than any infantry
they have yet to meet. But when even their exceptional speed is not enough, Shiloh Regiments have an
answer in the form of Union Guard Dragoons. These rough-riders, more effectively considered mounted
infantry than traditional “lance and saber,” cavalry, act as scouts, raiders, mobile fighters, and sometimes—
when the situation calls for it—hard chargers for their home Regiments.
Dragoons are dashing and brazen; officers lead by moxie and example. They oft disdain helm and field-cap
for the wide-brimmed black frontiersman hat, and their elan alone has carried the day in past campaigns.
Expected to act as the eyes and ears of the Line when not given objectives of their own, Shiloh cavalry are
exceptional scouts; especially in environments where the relative silence of the horse—compared to
clanking machinery or roaring engines—allows action with near impunity.
When clashing with enemies in their preferred style—raiding dismounted infantry—it is common for foes

to be struck from angles unexpected (perhaps on a flank, or hours before strategists would predict marching
infantry to arrive) by platoons of alleged light infantry supported by heavy weapons. Little does the foe
understand that for every nine men fighting, there's a tenth sour watchman with a cluster of his squad's
horses in a nearby gulch or copse of trees, making sure the animals stay free of unnecessary harm while
they refuel on local grasses; this guard duty is rotated among a squad when not hoisted upon poor rookies.
After the shock of the ambush the watchmen bring the horses up and raiders re-mount and hitch heavy
weapons back on their carriages to quickly slip away; cackling all the while.
These men are known to make raids last as long as
possible. An independent buccaneer spirit paired with the
lack of oversight or constricting orders (the vox-caster is
only used for calling in artillery or air support and giving
situational updates) means that Union Dragoons will fight
for as long as possible in the foe's backyard. The longest
raid on record in the Guard annals (the Conquest of Varri
IV) is cited as lasting 230 days; the cavalry were fighting
human separatists, so the supplies they were attacking into
and a familiarity with the foe's capability ensured they
could stay out and cause trouble for quite a long time until
attracting far too much attention and absolutely needing to
find friendly lines. The rescue of the 21st Dragoons is a
saga in itself and a high point in Union cavalry history.
Just as Union Guard infantry are trained to fight en desant,
the Dragoons are trained to fight alongside armor. Their
particular raiding style is helpful when screening ranging
tanks; dismounting before joining battle as normal, fresh
and ready to keep the friendly armor safe from infantry
while tankers boss about the battlefield. Shiloh Mustangs
are capable of a great deal of long marching; it allows
them to keep pace with tanks, infantry fighting vehicles,
and other AFVs far better than infantry can hope to
manage. This marching capacity and experience in fastpaced fighting has on occasion (according to SUG annals)
caused tanker or mechanized units to ask specifically for a
Shiloh rough-rider escort; a boost to their—some generals
might say already too high—esprit de corps.
Only in rare cases do Shiloh Dragoons directly endanger their mounts by bringing them into an assaulting
charge, but when they do it is glorious; the primary tactic minimizes the potential for taking mass casualties
while being quite the sight to behold. This alleged nervousness has caused tension between Dragoons and
other cavalry troopers more willing to engage in the frontal charge, but protection of their animals on long
campaigns is paramount; SUG cavalry refuse to risk the precious lives of Mustangs unless need is great or
their situation is forced.
The main assault formation is the “striking eagle,” wherein each squad is broken into two “feathers,” of
approximately four to five men; these stick together no matter what. Upon initial engagement the Dragoons
rarely strike as the massive eagle itself. Rather, each platoon separates into its feathers and harries foes in
an attempt to gain attention and split units apart. Where the formation excels is when enemy platoons or
companies have been isolated; nearby feathers suddenly form into a mighty shrieking eagle, charging and

destroying the frightened force before breaking up and avoiding a pitched fight with quick reaction forces.
The hunting lance and steel saber (or chainsword where they can be “acquired,”) are favored in such
attacks; the S61 oft sees some point-blank use.
This tactic takes a great deal of independent competence and decisive action. As such the consumption of
art, literature, and music is encouraged on the individual level; these enhance creativity and critical
thinking, invaluable on the battlefield. Striking eagle assaults also demand daring-do and practice; these
work well with the spirit and hard-won experience of Union cavalry. The men are well-trained in the
formation; between this familiarity with the confusion, their horses, and their access to direct
communication through micro-beads, they are often far more confident in the assault than the unit
attempting to defend itself from a seething mass of shrieking cavalry.

SANCTIONED PSYKERS AND COMMISSARS
The lack of armored fighting vehicles does not hamper the fighting spirit of the men from this small AgriWorld. The Shiloh Union Guard is a prestigious fighting force, relying primarily on “foot cavalry,” and
mounted raiders to make their name in Imperial history. But what of their truly special units? Each Imperial
Guard regimental culture has something to say about psykers and commissars, and the SUG are no different
from their brothers and sisters across the stars.
Commissars find Shiloh Union Guard easy enough to work with. The people of the RSUI are simple and
honest enough for any political officer; prickly attitude about local honor aside, they have a genuine desire
to cooperate with other men and women of the Astra Militarum. They fight hard out of a need to prove
themselves and bring glory to home; justify founding. Where things get finicky are long-haul operations
with the Dragoons and the subject of the Republic’s relationship with the Imperium.
Simply put, commissars avoid going on long raids with Shiloh cavalry. When they are away from command
and capable of mostly unobserved action, the Dragoons’ esprit de corps turns to fierce pride and simple
selective banditry. While they avoid civilian populations in contested warzones where hearts and minds are
paramount, thievery and piracy is not above these incredibly independent warriors; particularly upon
campaigns where a general cares less for the common man effected by war.
While none of this is heresy—especially when performed against the foe—discipline among these bands
does not follow the Imperial standard. Dragoons are primarily recruited from volunteer minute-men and

pole-steppe warriors looking for galactic adventure; their leaders are jumped up from grand action and
personal leadership far more than those more stiff-necked officers of the Line. As such when they are given
an opportunity to “cut loose,” on an enemy populace, discipline can be lax beyond a common commissar’s
preference; and so far from friendly lines, the most ramrod might not survive the harsh conditions of
thriving behind enemy lines. While no instances of fratricide can be confirmed, attrition among commissars
on long-term Dragoon raids is exceptionally high.
The Republic of Shiloh and its Unity with the Imperium is a rather specific relationship. The planetary
governor is technically a political equal with the parliament of elected officials from among the populace;
he or she is in fact elected from among them. Bearing a parliament filled with representatives from each
major industry the planet is built around voted on by their peers, the planet considers itself an independent
nation intentionally working alongside the Imperium of Man for the eternal benefit of mankind at the
divine mandate of the benevolent and flawless Immortal God-Emperor.
This effectively makes Shiloh a permanent partner to the Imperium, but discussions on the matter are
sensitive. Soldiers of the Guard know better than to voice opinions of independence—even seeminglymeaningless technical independence—to domineering commissars, while political officers who prefer to
lead by inspiration use it as a source of pride for Shilohites when they need to fight harder. Each Regiment
handles the issue on a case-by-case basis, but in the planet’s political environment the idea is that any sense
of independence is best left unspoken, the God-Emperor’s plan held above all for the good of the Garden.

Sanctioned psykers have an interesting position in Shiloh’s society. Aside from the obvious Imperial
standard of the Black Ships, those with a penchant for more “magical,” psyk hone their talents toward—of
course—the Growth of the Garden. Special-trained “green-thumbs,” tend to difficult or sensitive crops,
their powers contributing toward the planet’s overall production. They bear a high-place status among the
planetary society, and many often go on to leadership positions in their industrial representation; the current
elected governor was a green-thumb in her youth.
Telekind psykers or those with a talent for biomancy, healing, or more offensive effects not given to the
Ships are trained in the art of war and assigned to the permanent PDF units. These “menders,” and “warharvesters,” are very often settled in with Union Guard foundings. Their goal is always to act as a forcemultiplier; dressed in the same uniforms as their fellows, serving as an aide in the command HQ, or even
serving as psykically-enhanced medics and veterinarians. The former serve with Line, the latter given to the
Dragoons (in long raids and screening actions wounded men and horses needs-must survive with as little
outside assistance as possible), and the middle oft reserved for both.

NOTABLE CAMPAIGNS AND UNITS
- The Conquest of Varri IV and the Long Raid of the 21st Dragoons is a legend in Shiloh annals. Fought
against the Independent Hersin Kingdom and Liberation Army, a nation of humanity of two heavilypopulated systems. The overall liberation found its high point at Varri IV. A 230 day-long raid resulted in
destroyed enemy battalions along the strategically-priceless “Holden Front,” and supply lines so savaged
that the massive force sent to hunt the 21st down was forced to scrape its own country-side bare. The
operation to rescue the 21st Dragoons before they were overwhelmed—Precious Talon—simultaneously
rescued a corps of heroes and battered the Holden Army to the point of defeat.
- “The Battle of the Fence,” is the simple name given for an incredibly complex action taken by the 94th

SUG Regiment. Known as the “Flying Lions,”
after the battle, the 94 held off multiple Ork assaults at different points of a mountain range on the
strategic planet Wheel-Spoke. Forming a segmented defensive line over the course of twenty miles of
separate passes and foothills, their general—one Macharius Johnsston—intentionally held half the
Regiment’s corps in reserve to respond explicitly to attacking columns noted and tracked by the attached
cavalry. The defense was brilliant: over the course of three days of constant fighting and marching of the
Flying Lions (assisted in part by static defenses held by token Cadian-copies from the nearby inhabited
moon of Ordeal several systems away and valiant local PDF aviators) held off tens of thousands of
greenskins in stubborn defensive actions and counter-marches. Rest was rare, and at least one unit—the 64th
Line Battalion “the Rigorous,”—was noted as not having set camp to rest or eat the entire length of battle;
all three days.
th

- One of the oldest and more famous regiments is the 3rd SUG “Regal
Defiance,” bearing two distinct honors. Having made great glory in
the defense of Shiloh itself, this 2000-year old founding beat back the
planet’s only suffered invasion—a Chaos warband known as the
Herald Dragons—before joining crusades and covering themselves in
glory; these men have proven the worth of Shiloh cooperation in wars
beside the Armageddon Steel Legions, Cadians, Vostroyans, and many
others. The only regiment thus far to have faced every major foe of the
Imperium, the 3rd is generations deep among the stars and bears its
history—a wealth of decorated battle-standards—into war with pride.
- Moments of excellence abound Shiloh annals but few rival the record
of the 42nd Regiment—and in particular the 33rd Dragoons—fighting
alongside the 299th Cadian Armored on Gustavus XII. In the highly
mobile conflicts against the Eldar and (later) T’au demanded units that
could keep up with the hard-charging Cadian tankers and mechanized
infantry. Providing close cover and scouting for both, the 33rd “FullTimers,” pulled their weight to the point that on their next deployment
the 299th explicitly requested the Shilohites’ escort. Notable highs
include destroying a Fire Caste vanguard force outside Steiner City
and sneaking up on their Cadian allies to make a prank of presenting
the captured xenos colors; also enclosed was the fighting retreat from
the same settlement, the majority of the fighting handled by the 6th and
9th companies of Full-Timers. Needless to say, the 42nd accepted the
Cadian offer of continued group action in their next station/war zone.

At the suggestion of one scholar and gentleman, the song Battle-cry of Freedom
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhCheCryopA) with some Warhammer 40k-styled lyrics will serve as
a popular unit tune. The edited lyrics are as follows:
Yes, we'll rally round the Throne, boys,
We'll rally once again,
Shouting the cry of the Imperium!
We will rally from the fortress,
We'll gather from our homes,
Shouting the cry of the Imperium!
CHORUS:
The Emperor forever, hurrah, boys, hurrah!
Down with the Traitors, and up with the stars;
Well we rally round the Throne, boys, we'll rally once again,
Shouting the cry of the Imperium!
We are springing to the call
Of our brothers gone before,
Shouting the cry of the Imperium!
And we'll fill the vacant ranks
With a million-three men more,
Shouting the cry of the Imperium!
CHORUS
We are marching from the field, boys,
We're going to the fight,
Shouting the cry of the Imperium!
And we bear the glorious stars
For Humanity and the right,
Shouting the cry of the Imperium!
CHORUS
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